by phoebe fooks and caito hara

So there we were, on a Saturday night, bored as shit and looking for something to do. People were out and about, the campus was alive and we decided we wanted to take a bite of this delicious apple of potential joy. And thus the late night bus ride began. From the second we stepped onto the campus bus we realized we were among some really interesting people. Now that’s not to say there wasn’t the usual mix of bros and biddies, but there were people who were willing to sit and shoot the shit; there were many, and they were some cool-ass motherfuckers.

We were riding the “Drunk Bus”. We were at the crossroads of possibly every social event on and off campus. The paths of partiers, studiers, sleepers, eaters, and dubstep jammers all intersected on the very bus that we wound up riding from 11pm to 3am on Saturday night. During those brief moments of social overlap we ate pizza from a drunk girl’s lap, met the man with the sexiest name on campus joined us at the “Yoga House” was. On the other hand, a lot of bus riders didn’t know where they were going. Yea, some probably said this because they thought we were losers doing sociology homework, but there were other people who sat and chilled with us for a good 30 minutes of their time. This may not seem like a lot of time, but to have been on the bus for 30 minutes means you have missed your stop… twice. A few times we watched kids get on the bus alone and leave with new friends. “[The Drunk Bus] motivates us to have a destination,” explained one, and it seemed it didn’t matter who you came with, as long as you left towards something cool. Hours rolled by and the bus crowd grew rowdier and raunchier. And thus the Pizza Story was delivered, hot n’ fresh:

After saving a box of pizza that nearly experienced a deadly crash with the floor, I was offered a slice. The almost-accident was caused by the very dangerous combination of gravity and a group of intoxicated females. Otherwise referred to as “drunk buddies”, these girls offered me the pizza with only one catch… or crotch, I should say. I had to eat the pizza in a position that was entertaining enough for them to post a picture of me doing it on Facebook. The moral of that story is to hope that this would be my first and last time giving a “pizza bj”.

— Phoebe Fooks

Not everyone on the bus was quite as inebriated as the girls who asked Phoebe to lapmunch their pizza. The man with the sexiest name on campus joined us at the... read the rest on page 4

the drunk bus motivates us to have a destination

by alex buckingham

They own the school. They don’t teach us, nor do they have a particular interest in what we learn. They care little whether our courses are taught by people or by machine. Shall we assume they have vested interest in our education? They give (force) us food notoriously held to low standard and feed themselves with our tuition. Their business should be no business of ours—education is a right. It is in their best interest that this university function optimally in the aesthetic and acceptably in all else. We would be crammed in closets if it met the fire code. Let’s stop paddling our oversized asses with our faltering incomes and trim the fat.

As many of us know, the administration has been appealing to our student body throughout September. We received an email from the provost recently regarding, “keep[ing] student costs affordable, especially in light of the continuing state of the national economy” while balancing wages and benefits for UVM employees. We had an article right here in last week’s Cynic, which read: “The Board of Trustees is there for Students.” This article explained how “[The Board] diligently followed what was happening on campus and took the time to look beyond budget numbers and broad statistics to listen to stories and details and personal experiences.” While the administration and board of trustees push their agenda, it is imperative we ask what exactly it means to be ‘there for Students.’

Let’s start with the board of trustees. Did the board of trustees want to act to end UVM’s Kake Walk? Did they want UVM to join the international movement and distance itself from South Africa’s Apartheid regime? Did they want UVM to mandate diversity requirements? How about challenging the firing of professors in 2009? The answer to all of these questions is flatly no; it was the UVM students and faculty that forced all of these changes. The suggestion that the board of trustees “is there for students” holds ground only in the clouds where our administrators’ heads seem to have drifted.

The administration claim to toil daily providing quality, affordable education to its students with just compensation to its employees. Comic understanding drifts through the student body when the... read the rest on page 5
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**For those of you who don’t know, al-Shabab is one of Af- ghanistan’s most feared militant groups that branched from the Taliban and now controls most of southern Af- ghanistan and has been preventing the country from instituting a functional, central government since 2006 when it took control of Kandahar. Al-Shabab has been fighting alongside al-Qaeda since 2007, however the only recent conflict has been to be a shahid, although the group is impossible to confirm because the conflict has no end in sight.**

**The conflict may have just entered a new level this past week as pro-gov- ernment forces attacked U.S. embass- ador to Syria Robert Ford. Ford, in line with the stance of the U.S. Gove- rnment, has called the use of exces- sive force to end the protests, and has called on the Syrian government to end the violence.**

**Ford was not injured in the attacks, but demonstrators did destroy U.S. embassy windows, and security personnel broke into the office where Ford was meeting. Becoming so serious and wors- ened, the U.S. government has only demanded that the Syrian govern- ment stop the violence by instituting a new level of truth. With sincerity and humor, we strive to make the
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- A tweet from (supposedly attractive Tha Prime Minister) Yingluck Shinawatra's Twitter. Of course, Ms. Shinawatra's tweet was backed by government pro- testers who view her as an advocate for the rich and unconnected with the struggles of the country's poor, to say the least.
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The Ben & Jerry’s Vermont is a 2-story pavilion of ice cream, whipped cream, hot fudge, candy, nuts, cookies, and other toppings. The place is a kaleidoscopic celebration of the power of imagination. The logo on the wall says “too much good of a thing.” There is more sugar tumbling into that bucket than there are cosmos old men at a Justin Bieber concert. (I’m assuming there are a lot of these.)

Ok, Ben & Jerry’s. Challenge accepted.

Every Burlington student must have a Vermonster at a Justin Bieber concert. (I’m assuming there are quite a few of you. Come on, they’re in high school.)

You and your warriors will need to choose your toppings (get hot fudge on the side. You do NOT want to pour it in. This is America. The land of consumption. You are no weakling. Then you napkins, you wear your towel and your ice cream dripping down your chest. When the Davis center faction arrived at the protest rally, the SlutWalk.

The Vermont will wash your guard by making the first few bites over-
not that the worst hockey in the state area, (lol Islanders) (sad
reflective moment on how far the Devils have fallen re-
solid strategy, right?”

No matter what you choose, you’re eating a ball of 300 calories. Remember that you will have a root container of hot fudge and you almost always want dirt, and you pour it in. This is America. The land of consumption. And you are consuming an appalling amount. Be proud of your country. You will never feel more patriotic than when eating a ball of fat calories. Remember that you’re in a cream headache threshold to undo you. You are not a lawbreaker. The only way to get through.

You will feel better, your taste buds will melt. You can repeat the process.
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They like send shoes to some 3rd world
anyone play what they want, and have fun doing it.

the old. I am wondering if any other students feel the same,
vis tunnel, and they all say the same thing: “What are they
be for radio. I have asked all of my friends what they think
They both serve a purpose, and I believe the same should
Right now, there are two newspapers, yours and the Cynic.
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oh, i don't eat that

(a guide to uvm's hippest diets)

by adriknow

UVM is a healthy place. We've been rated among the top 100 healthiest schools in the country and you'll notice a general amnesty for eating mostly healthy around campus, but whether you're new here or not, like me, healthy food can be challenging. So you need to arm yourself by offering a caret to a lacanophobic (someone who is afraid of vegetables). The sample menu...

Bunuel: about 10-15 times, but at least you are pretty straight forward. No eggs.

The Vegetarian but I still eat: Diet: Also known a...
It has come to the attention of The Water Tower that the library is being redesigned and remodeled to better serve future generations of future UVM students and further exploit the bank accounts of the current ones. Since the library is a highly student-oriented space, we feel that the students should play a major part in its design (unlike the Davis Center, which is really a giant monument to the past administration). After carefully taking suggestions, we have a number of elements approved by approximately 59% of the student body. Lords, ladies, and other biddies of the planning commission, we present you with our requests for library improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chances are you have witnessed one or more of these things happening whilst trying to get your study on at the libby. Make a game out of it!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Someone watching porn</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chain smoking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bake sale</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>